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In this paper we address the problems of modeling the acoustic space generated by a full-spectrum
sound source and of using the learned model for the localization and separation of multiple sources that
simultaneously emit sparse-spectrum sounds. We lay theoretical and methodological grounds in order to
introduce the binaural manifold paradigm. We perform an in-depth study of the latent low-dimensional
structure of the high-dimensional interaural spectral data, based on a corpus recorded with a human-like
audiomotor robot head. A non-linear dimensionality reduction technique is used to show that these data
lie on a two-dimensional (2D) smooth manifold parameterized by the motor states of the listener, or
equivalently, the sound source directions. We propose a probabilistic piecewise affine mapping model
(PPAM) specifically designed to deal with high-dimensional data exhibiting an intrinsic piecewise linear
structure. We derive a closed-form expectation-maximization (EM) procedure for estimating the model
parameters, followed by Bayes inversion for obtaining the full posterior density function of a sound source
direction. We extend this solution to deal with missing data and redundancy in real world spectrograms,
and hence for 2D localization of natural sound sources such as speech. We further generalize the model
to the challenging case of multiple sound sources and we propose a variational EM framework. The
associated algorithm, referred to as variational EM for source separation and localization (VESSL) yields
a Bayesian estimation of the 2D locations and time-frequency masks of all the sources. Comparisons
of the proposed approach with several existing methods reveal that the combination of acoustic-space
learning with Bayesian inference enables our method to outperform state-of-the-art methods.
Keywords: binaural hearing; sound localization; sound-source separation; manifold learning; mixture
of regressors; EM inference.
1. Introduction
The remarkable abilities of humans to localize one
or several sound sources and to identify their content
from the perceived acoustic signals have been inten-
sively studied in psychophysics1, computational au-
ditory analysis2, and more recently in the emerging
field of robot hearing3. A classical example which
illustrates the difficulty of understanding these hu-
man skills, is the well known cocktail party effect
introduced by Cherry4 that still challenges today’s
methods5: How are listeners able to decipher speech
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in the presence of other sound sources, including
competing talkers? While human listeners solve this
problem routinely and effortlessly, this is still a chal-
lenge in computational audition.
There is behavioral and physiological evidence
that human listeners use binaural cues in order to
estimate the direction of a sound source6 and that
sound localization plays an important role for solv-
ing the cocktail party problem7,2. Two binaural cues
seem to play an essential role, namely the interau-
ral level difference (ILD) and the interaural time
difference (ITD), or its spectral equivalent the in-
teraural phase difference (IPD). Both ILD and IPD
are known to be subject-dependent and frequency-
dependent cues, due to the so-called head related
transfer function (HRTF) generated by the shape of
the head, pinna and torso, which filters signals arriv-
ing at each eardrum. These complex shapes induce
a non-linear dependency of the HRTFs on the sound
source direction1,2. It is known that the spatial infor-
mation provided by interaural-difference cues within
a restricted band of frequency is spatially ambiguous,
particularly along a roughly vertical and front/back
dimension7. This suggests that humans and mam-
mals make use of full spectrum information for 2D
sound source localization8,9. This is confirmed by bi-
ological models of the auditory system hypothesizing
the existence of neurons dedicated to the computa-
tion of interaural cues in specific frequency bands2.
A lot of computational techniques exist to ex-
tract ITD, ILD and IPD from binaural recordings, ei-
ther in the time domain using cross-correlation10,11,
or in the time-frequency domain using Fourier
analysis12,13 or gammatone filters14. However,
the problem of localizing and/or separating several
sound sources remains a challenge in computational
auditory scene analysis, for several reasons. Firstly,
the mapping from interaural cues to sound-source
positions is usually unknown, complex and non-
linear due to the transfer function of microphones
which cannot be easily modeled. Secondly, audi-
tory data are corrupted by noise and reverberations.
Thirdly, an interaural value at a given frequency is
relevant only if the source is actually emitting at that
frequency: Natural sounds such as speech are known
to be extremely sparse, with often 80% of the fre-
quencies actually missing at a given time. Finally,
when several sources emit simultaneously, the assign-
ment of a time-frequency point to one of the sources
is hard to estimate. The first problem, i.e., map-
ping audio cues to source positions, is central: Yet,
it has received little attention in computational au-
dition. Most existing approaches approximate this
mapping based on simplifying assumptions, such as
direct-path source-to-microphone propagation15, a
sine interpolation of ILD data from a human HRTF
dataset16, or a spiral ear model17. These simplifying
assumptions are often not valid in real world condi-
tions. Following this view, accurately modeling a real
world binaural system would require a prohibitively
high number of parameters including the exact shape
and acoustic properties of the recording device and
of the room, which are unaccessible in practice. Due
to this difficulty, the vast majority of current bin-
aural sound localization approaches mainly focus
on a rough estimation of a frontal azimuth angle,
or one-dimensional (1D) localization10,12,14,16, and
very few perform 2D localization17. Alternatively,
some approaches18,19,13 bypass the explicit mapping
model and perform 2D localization by exhaustive
search in a large HRTF look-up table associating
source directions to interaural spectral cues. How-
ever, this process is unstable and hardly scalable in
practice as the number of required associations yields
prohibitive memory and computational costs.
On the other hand, a number of psychophysical
studies have suggested that the ability of localizing
sounds is learned at early stages of development in
humans and mammals20,21,22. That is, the link be-
tween auditory features and source locations might
not be hardcoded in the brain but rather learned
from experience. The sensorimotor theory, originally
laid by Poincare´23 and more recently investigated by
O’Regan24, suggests that experiencing the sensory
consequences of voluntary motor actions is neces-
sary for an organism to learn the perception of space.
For example, Held and Hein25 showed that neo-natal
kittens deprived of the ability of moving while see-
ing could not develop vision properly. Most notably,
Aytekin et al.22 proposed a sensorimotor model of
sound source localization using HRTF datasets of
bats and humans. In particular, they argue that bi-
ological mechanisms could learn sound localization
based solely on acoustic inputs and their relation to
motor states.
In this article, we get inspiration from these psy-
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chological studies to propose a supervised learning
computational paradigm for multiple sound source
separation and localization. In other words, the
acoustic properties of a system are first learned dur-
ing a training phase. A key element of this study
is the existence of binaural manifolds, which are de-
fined and detailed in this article. Their existence
is asserted through an in-depth study of the intrin-
sic structure of high-dimensional interaural spectral
cues, based on real world recordings with a human-
like auditory robot head. A non-linear dimension-
ality reduction technique is used to show that these
cues lie on a two-dimensional (2D) smooth manifold
parameterized by the motor states of the system, or
equivalently, the sound source directions. With this
key observation in mind, we propose a probabilis-
tic piecewise affine mapping model (PPAM) specif-
ically designed to deal with high-dimensional data
presenting such a locally linear structure. We ex-
plain how the model parameters can be learned using
a closed-form expectation-maximization (EM) proce-
dure, and how Bayes inversion can be used to obtain
the full posterior density function of a sound source
direction given a new auditory observation. We also
show how to extend this inversion to deal with miss-
ing data and redundancy in real world spectrograms,
and hence for two-dimensional localization of natu-
ral sound sources such as speech. We further ex-
tend this inversion to the challenging case of mul-
tiple sound sources emitting at the same time, by
proposing a variational EM (VEM) framework. The
associated algorithm, referred to as variational EM
for source separation and localization (VESSL) yields
a Bayesian estimation of the 2D locations and time-
frequency masks of all the sources. We introduced
some parts of this paradigm in previous work26,27,
and we propose in this article a unified, more detailed
and in-depth presentation of the global methodology.
The remainder of this article is organized as fol-
lows. Section 1.1 provides a brief literature overview
of sound source separation and space mapping. Sec-
tion 2 describes how interaural cues are computed in
our framework. Section 3 presents the audio-motor
dataset specifically recorded for this study. Sec-
tion 4 describes the manifold learning method used
to prove the existence of smooth binaural manifolds
parameterized by source directions. Section 5 de-
scribes the PPAM model, its inference using EM,
as well as the associated inverse mapping formula
extended to missing and redundant observations in
spectrograms. Section 6 further extends the inver-
sion to the case of multiple sound sources with the
VESSL algorithm. Section 7 shows detailed perfor-
mance of PPAM and VESSL in terms of mapping,
sound separation and sound localization under var-
ious conditions. Results are compared to state-of-
the-art methods. Finally, Section 8 concludes and
provides directions for future work.
1.1. Related work
Sound Source Separation. The problem of sound
source separation has been thoroughly studied in the
last decades and several interesting approaches have
been proposed. Some methods28,29 achieve sepa-
ration with a single microphone, based on known
acoustic properties of speech signals, and are there-
fore limited to a specific type of input. Other
techniques such as independent component analysis
(ICA)30 require as many microphones as the num-
ber of sources. A recently explored approach is to
use Gaussian complex models for spectrograms and
estimate source parameters using an expectation-
maximization algorithm31. However, these methods
are known to be very sensitive to initialization due
to the large dimensionality of the parameter space,
and often rely on external knowledge or other sound
source separation algorithms for initialization.
Another category of methods uses binaural local-
ization cues combined with time-frequency masking
for source separation16,18,32. Time-frequency mask-
ing, also called binary masking, allows the separation
of more sources than microphones from a mixed sig-
nal, with the assumption that a single source is ac-
tive at every time-frequency point. This is referred to
as the W-disjoint orthogonality assumption15 and it
has been shown to hold, in general, for simultaneous
speech signals. Recently, Mandel et al.32 proposed
a probabilistic model for multiple sound source lo-
calization and separation based on interaural spatial
cues and binary masking. For each sound source, a
binary mask and a discrete distribution over inter-
aural time delays is provided. This can be used to
approximate the frontal azimuth angle of the sound
source using a direct-path sound propagation model,
if the distance between the microphones is known.
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Space Mapping. The task of learning a map-
ping between two spaces can be summarized as
follows: if we are given a set of training couples
{(xn,yn)}Nn=1 ⊂ RL×RD, how can we obtain a rela-
tionship between RL and RD such that given a new
observation in one space, its associated point in the
other space is deduced? This problem has been ex-
tensively studied in machine learning, and offers a
broad range of applications. In this study, we are
interested in mapping a high-dimensional space to
a low dimensional space, where the relationship be-
tween the two spaces is approximately locally lin-
ear. Indeed, it is showed in Section 4 that high di-
mensional spectral interaural data lie on a smooth
Riemanian manifold, which by definition is locally
homeomorphic to an Euclidean space. High-to-low-
dimensional mapping problems are often solved in
two steps, i.e., dimensionality reduction followed
by regression. Methods falling into this category
are partial least-squares33, sliced inverse regression
(SIR)34 and kernel SIR35, but they are not designed
to model local linearity. An attractive probabilis-
tic approach for local linearity is to use a mixture
of locally linear sub-models. A number of methods
have explored this paradigm in the Gaussian case,
such as mixture of linear regressors36, mixture of
local experts37 and methods based on joint Gaus-
sian mixture models38,39,40,41 (GMM), that were re-
cently unified in a common supervised and unsuper-
vised mapping framework42. Joint GMM has partic-
ularly been used in audio applications such as text-
to-speech synthesis, voice conversion or articulatory-
acoustic mapping systems. In Section 5, we propose
a variant of the mixture of local experts model37
specifically adapted to locally linear and high-to-low
dimensional mapping with an attractive geometrical
interpretation. The concept of acoustic space learn-
ing introduced in this article, i.e., the idea of learning
a mapping from interaural cues to 2D source posi-
tions and exploiting this mapping for sound source
separation and localization does not seem to have
been explored in the past.
2. Extracting Spatial Cues from Sounds
To localize sound sources, one needs to find a rep-
resentation of sounds that 1) is independent of the
sound source content, i.e., the emitted signal and 2)
contains discriminative spatial information. These
features can be computed in the time domain, but
contain richer information when computed for dif-
ferent frequency channels, i.e., in the time-frequency
domain. This section presents the time-frequency
representation and spatial features used in this study.
2.1. Time-Frequency Representation
A time-frequency representation can be obtained
either using Gammatone filter banks14, which are
mimicking human auditory representation, or short-
term Fourier transform (STFT) analysis12,13. The
present study uses STFT as it is more directly appli-
cable to source separation through binary-masking,
as addressed in Section 6. First, the complex-valued
spectrograms associated with the two microphones
are computed with a 64 ms time-window and 8 ms
hop, yielding T = 126 frames for a 1 s signal. These
values proved to be a good compromise between com-
putational time and time-frequency resolution. Since
sounds are recorded at 16,000 Hz, each time win-
dow contains 1,024 samples which are transformed
into F = 512 complex Fourier coefficients associated
to positive frequency channels between 0 and 8,000
Hz. For a binaural recording made in the presence
of a sound source located at x in a listener-centered
coordinate frame, we denote with {s(S)ft }F,Tf,t=1 the
complex-valued spectrogram emitted by the source,
and with {s(L)ft }F,Tf,t=1 and {s(R)ft }F,Tf,t=1 the left and
right perceived spectrograms.
2.2. Interaural Spectral Cues
The HRTF model provides a relationships be-
tween the spectrogram emitted from source position
x and the perceived spectrograms:{
s
(L)
ft = h
(L)
f (x) s
(S)
ft
s
(R)
ft = h
(R)
f (x) s
(S)
ft .
(1)
where h(L) and h(R) denote the left and right non-
linear HRTFs. The interaural transfer function
(ITF) is defined by the ratio between the two HRTFs,
i.e., If (x) = h
(R)
f (x)/h
(L)
f (x) ∈ C. The interau-
ral spectrogram is defined by Iˆft = s
(R)
ft /s
(L)
ft , so
that Iˆft = If (x). This way, Iˆft does not depend
on the emitted spectrogram value s
(S)
ft but only on
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the emitting source position x. However, this equal-
ity holds only if the source is emitting at (f, t) (i.e.,
s
(S)
ft 6= 0). Since natural sounds have a null acoustic
level at most time-frequency bins, associated inter-
aural spectrograms will be very sparse, i.e., they will
have many missing values. To characterize missing
interaural spectrogram values, we introduce the bi-
nary variables χft so that χft = 0 if the value at
(f, t) is missing and χft = 1 otherwise. They can be
determined using a threshold on left and right spec-
tral powers |s(L)ft |2 and |s(R)ft |2. We define the ILD
spectrogram α and the IPD spectrogram φ as the log-
amplitude and phase of the interaural spectrogram
Iˆf,t: {
αft = 20 log |Iˆft| ∈ R,
φft = exp(j arg(Iˆft)) ∈ C. (2)
The phase difference is expressed in the complex do-
main, or equivalently R2, to avoid problems due to
phase circularity. This way, two nearby phase values
will be nearby in terms of Euclidean distance. In the
particular case of a sound source emitting white noise
from x, we have χft = 1 for all (f, t), i.e., the sound
source is emitting at all (f, t) points. One can thus
compute the temporal means α¯ ∈ RF and φ¯ ∈ R2F
of ILD and IPD spectrograms. These vectors will be
referred to as the mean interaural vectors associated
with x. The well established duplex theory7 suggests
that ILD cues are mostly used at high frequencies
(above 2 kHz) while ITD (or IPD) cues are mostly
used at low frequencies (below 2 kHz) in humans.
Indeed, ILD values are similar at low frequencies be-
cause the HRTF can be neglected, and the phase
difference becomes very unstable with respect to the
source position at high frequencies. To account for
these phenomena, the initial binaural cues are split
into two distinct vectors, namely the mean low -ILD
and high-ILD and the mean low -IPD and high-IPD
vectors, where low corresponds to frequency chan-
nels between 0 and 2 kHz and high corresponds to
frequency channels between 2 kHz and 8 kHz. Fre-
quency channels below 300 Hz were also removed in
low -IPD vectors as they did not prove to contain sig-
nificant information, due to a high amount of noise
in this frequency range.
3. The CAMIL Dataset: Audiomotor Sam-
pling of the Acoustic Space
We developed a technique to gather a large
number of interaural vectors associated with source
positions, in an entirely unsupervised and auto-
mated way. Sound acquisition is performed with a
Sennheiser MKE 2002 acoustic dummy-head linked
to a computer via a Behringer ADA8000 Ultragain
Pro-8 digital external sound card. The head is
mounted onto a robotic system with two rotational
degrees of freedom: a pan motion and a tilt motion
(see Fig. 1). This device is specifically designed to
achieve precise and reproducible movementsa. The
emitter – a loud-speaker – is placed at approximately
2.7 meters ahead of the robot, as shown on Fig. 1.
The loud-speaker’s input and the microphones’ out-
puts are handled by two synchronized sound cards
in order to simultaneously record and play. All the
experiments are carried out in real-world conditions,
i.e., in a room with natural reverberations and back-
ground noise due to computer fans.
Rather than placing the emitter at known 3D lo-
cations around the robot, it is kept in a fixed refer-
ence position while the robot records emitted sounds
from different motor states. Consequently, a sound
source direction is directly associated with a pan-tilt
motor state (ψ, θ). A great advantage of the audio-
motor method is that it allows to obtain a very dense
sampling of almost the entire acoustic space. The
overall training is fully-automatic and takes around
15 hours, which could not be done manually. How-
ever, it also presents a limitation: A recording made
at a given motor-state only approximates what would
be perceived if the source was actually placed at the
corresponding relative position in the room. This ap-
proximation holds only if the room has relatively few
asymmetries and reverberations, which might not
be the case in general. Note that when this is the
case, a sound localization system trained with this
dataset could be used to directly calculate the head
movement pointing toward an emitting sound source.
This could be done without needing inverse kinemat-
ics, distance between microphones or any other pa-
rameters. Alternatively, one could learn the room
acoustics together with the system acoustics using,
e.g., visual markers related to an emitter succes-
sively placed in different positions around the static
head. Interestingly, the remainder of this study does
not depend on the specific way source-position-to-
aFull details on the setup at http://team.inria.fr/perception/popeye/
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Fig. 1: A binaural dummy head is placed onto a motor system which can perform precise and reproducible pan and tilt
motions (left). The emitter (a loud-speaker) is placed in front of the robot (right).
interaural-cues associations are gathered.
Recordings are made from 10, 800 uniformly
spread motor states covering the entire reachable
motor-state space of the robot: 180 pan rotations ψ
in the range [−180◦, 180◦] (left-right) and 60 tilt ro-
tations θ in the range [−60◦, 60◦] (top-down). Hence,
the source location spans a 360◦ azimuth range and a
120◦ elevation range in the robot’s frame, with 2◦ be-
tween each source direction. There is a one-to-one as-
sociation between motor states and source directions
and they are indifferently denoted by {xn}Nn=1 ∈ X .
Note that the space X has a cylindrical topology.
The speaker is located in the far field of the head
during the experiments (> 1.8 meters), and Otani
et al.43 showed that HRTFs mainly depend on the
sound source direction while the distance has less im-
pact in that case. This is why sound source locations
are expressed with two angles in this work.
For each xn ∈ R2, two binaural recordings are
performed: (i) white noise which can be used to
estimate α¯n and φ¯n, and (ii) a randomly selected
utterance amongst 362 samples from the TIMIT
dataset44. These utterances are composed of 50%
female, 50% male and they last 1 to 5 seconds.
Sparse interaural spectrograms are computed from
these recordings and are used to test our algorithms
on natural sounds (Section 7). The resulting dataset
is publicly available online and is referred to as
the Computational Audio-Motor Integration through
Learning (CAMIL) datasetb.
4. The Manifold Structure of Interaural Cues
In this section, we analyze the intrinsic structure
of the mean high- and low-ILD and -IPD vectors
previously described. While these vectors live in a
high-dimensional space, they might be parameter-
ized by motor states and hence, could lie on a lower
L-dimensional manifold, with L = 2. We propose to
experimentally verify the existence of a Riemannian
manifold structurec using non-linear dimensionality
reduction, and examine whether the obtained rep-
resentations are homeomorphic to the motor-state
space. Such a homeomorphism would allow us to
validate or not the existence of a locally linear bijec-
tive mapping between motor states (or equivalently,
source directions) and the interaural data gathered
with our setup.
4.1. Local Tangent Space Alignment
If the interaural data lie in a linear subspace, lin-
ear dimensionality reduction methods such as princi-
bhttp://perception.inrialpes.fr/∼Deleforge/CAMIL Dataset/.
cby definition, a Riemannian manifold is locally homeomorphic to a Euclidean space.
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pal component analysis (PCA), could be used. How-
ever, in the case of a non-linear subspace one should
use a manifold learning technique, e.g., diffusion ker-
nels as done in45. We chose to use local tangent-
space alignment (LTSA)46 because it essentially re-
lies on the assumption that the data are locally lin-
ear, which is our central hypothesis. LTSA starts
by building a local neighborhood around each high-
dimensional observation. Under the key assumption
that each such neighborhood spans a linear space
of low dimension L corresponding to the dimen-
sionality of the tangent space, i.e., a Riemannian
manifold, PCA can be applied to each one of these
neighborhoods thus yielding as many L-dimensional
data representations as points in the dataset. Fi-
nally, a global map is built by optimal alignment of
these local representations. This global alignment is
done in the L-dimensional space by computing the L
largest eigenvalue-eigenvector pairs of a global align-
ment matrix B (see46 for details).
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Fig. 2: Differences between standard kNN (a,b) and
symmetric kNN (c,d) on a grid of points with boundaries
(k = 4) and in the presence of an outlier (k = 2).
Two extensions are proposed to adapt LTSA to
our data. Firstly, LTSA uses the k-nearest neigh-
bors (kNN) algorithm to determine neighboring rela-
tionships between points, yielding neighborhoods of
identical size k over the data. This has the advantage
of always providing graphs with a single connected
component, but it can easily lead to inappropriate
edges between points, especially at boundaries or in
the presence of outliers. A simple way to overcome
these artifacts is to implement a symmetric version of
kNN, by considering that two points are connected if
and only if each of them belongs to the neighborhood
of the other one. Comparisons between the outputs
of standard and symmetric kNN are shown in Fig. 2.
Although symmetric kNN solves connection issues at
boundaries, it creates neighborhoods of variable size,
and in particular some points might get disconnected
from the graph. Nevertheless, it turns out that ig-
noring such isolated points is an advantage since it
may well be viewed as a way to remove outliers from
the data. In our case the value of k is set manu-
ally; in practice any value in the range [15, 25] yields
satisfying results.
Secondly, LTSA is extended to represent mani-
folds that are homeomorphic to the 2D surface of a
cylinder. The best way to visualize such a 2D curved
surface is to represent it in the 3D Euclidean space
and to visualize the 3D points lying on that surface.
For this reason, we retain the L + 1 = 3 largest
eigenvalue-eigenvector pairs of the global alignment
matrix B such that the extracted manifolds can be
easily visualized.
4.2. Binaural Manifold Visualization
Low-dimensional representations obtained using
LTSA are shown in Fig. 3. Mean low -ILD, low -IPD,
and high-ILD surfaces are all smooth and homeo-
morphic to the motor-state space (a cylinder), thus
confirming that these cues can be used for 2D bin-
aural sound source localization based on locally lin-
ear mapping. However, this is not the case for the
mean high-IPD surface which features several dis-
tortions, elevation ambiguities, and crossings. While
these computational experiments confirm the duplex
theory for IPD cues, they surprisingly suggest that
ILD cues at low frequencies still contain rich 2D di-
rectional information. This was also hypothesized
but not thoroughly analyzed in32. One can therefore
concatenate full-spectrum ILD and low-frequency
IPD vectors to form an observation space of dimen-
sion 730, referred to as the ILPD space. Similarly,
one can define sparse ILPD spectrograms for gen-
eral sounds. These results experimentally confirm
the existence of binaural manifolds, i.e., a locally-
linear, low-dimensional structure hidden behind the
complexity of interaural spectral cues obtained from
real world recordings in a reverberant room.
For comparison, Fig. 4 shows the result of apply-
ing PCA to 5, 400 mean low -ILD vectors and low -
IPD vectors corresponding to frontal sources (az-
imuths in [−90◦, 90◦]). The resulting representations
are extremely distorted, due to the non-linear nature
of binaural manifolds. This rules out the use of a lin-
ear regression method to estimate the interaural-to-
localization mapping and justifies the development
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Fig. 3: Low-dimensional representations of mean interaural vectors using non-
linear dimensionality reduction (LTSA). For visualization purpose, points with
the same ground truth elevation are linked with a colored line in azimuth or-
der. The three axes correspond to the first three eigenvectors of the global-
alignment matrix. Obtained point clouds are zero-centered and arbitrary
scaled.
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Fig. 4: Low-dimensional representa-
tions of mean interaural vectors using
linear dimensionality reduction (PCA)
(azimuths in [−90◦, 90◦]). The two
axes correspond to the first two eigen-
vectors of the correlation matrix.
of an appropriate piecewise-linear mapping method,
detailed in the next section.
5. Probabilistic Acoustic Space Learning and
Single Sound Source Localization
The manifold learning technique described above
allows retrieving intrinsic two-dimensional spatial co-
ordinates from auditory cues and shows the existence
of a smooth, locally-linear relationship between the
two spaces. We now want to use these results to
address the more concrete problem of localizing a
sound source. To do this, we need a technique that
maps any high-dimensional interaural vector onto
the L = 2 dimensional space of sound source direc-
tion: azimuth and elevation. We will refer to the
process of establishing such a mapping as acoustic
space learning. To be applicable to real world sound
source localization, the mapping technique should
feature a number of properties. First, it should
deal with the sparsity of natural sounds mentioned
in Section 2, and hence handle missing data. Sec-
ond, it should deal with the high amount of noise
and redundancy present in the interaural spectro-
grams of natural sounds, as opposed to the clean
vectors obtained by averaging white noise interaural
spectrograms during training (Section 2). Finally, it
should allow further extension to the more complex
case of mixtures of sound sources that will be ad-
dressed in Section 6. An attractive approach embrac-
ing all these properties is to use a Bayesian frame-
work. We hence view the sound source localization
problem as a probabilistic space mapping problem.
This strongly contrasts with traditional approaches
in sound source localization, which usually assume
the mapping to be known, based on simplified sound
propagation models. In the following section we
present the proposed model, which may be viewed
as a variant of the mixture of local experts model37
with a geometrical interpretation.
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5.1. Probabilistic Piecewise Affine Mapping
Notations Capital letters indicate random vari-
ables, and lower case their realizations. We both use
the following equivalent notations: p(V = v) and
p(v) for the probability or density of variable V at
value v. Subscripts n ∈ {1 . . . N}, d ∈ {1 . . . D},
k ∈ {1 . . .K}, t ∈ {1 . . . T} and m ∈ {1 . . .M} are
respectively indexes over training observations, in-
teraural vector components, affine transformations,
spectrogram time frames and sources.
As mentioned in Section 3, the complete space
of sound source positions (or motor states) used in
the last sections has a cylindrical topology. How-
ever, to make the inference of the mapping model
described below analytically tractable, it is prefer-
able for the low-dimensional space to have a linear
(Euclidean) topology. Indeed, this notably allows
standard Gaussian distributions to be defined over
that space which are easy to deal with in practice.
To do so, we will simply use a subset of the com-
plete space of sound source positions, corresponding
to azimuths between −160◦ and 160◦ degrees. This
subset will be used throughout the article. To gener-
alize the present work to a cylindrical space of source
positions, one could imagine learning two different
mapping models: one for frontal sources and one for
rearward sources. Localization could then be done
based on a mixture of these two models.
Let X ⊂ RL denote the low-dimensional space of
source positions and RD the high-dimensional obser-
vation space, i.e., the space of interaural cues. The
computational experiments of Section 4 suggest that
there exists a smooth, locally linear bijection g : X →
Y ⊂ RD such that the set Y = {g(x),x ∈ X} forms
an L−dimensional manifold embedded in RD. Based
on this assumption, the proposed idea is to com-
pute a piecewise-affine probabilistic approximation
of g from a training data set {(xn,yn)}Nn=1 ⊂ X ×Y
and to estimate the inverse of g using a Bayesian for-
mulation. The local linearity of g suggests that each
point yn is the image of a point xn ∈ Rk ⊂ X by
an affine transformation τk, plus an error term. As-
suming that there is a finite number K of such affine
transformations τk and an equal number of associ-
ated regionsRk, we obtain a piecewise-affine approx-
imation of g. An assignment variable zn ∈ {1 . . .K}
is associated with each training pair (xn,yn) such
that zn = k if yn is the image of xn ∈ Rk by τk.
This allows us to write (I{zn=k} = 1 if zn = k, and 0
otherwise):
yn =
∑K
k=1I{zn=k}(Akxn + bk) + en (3)
where the D×L matrix Ak and the vector bk ∈ RD
define the transformation τk, and en ∈ RD is an er-
ror term capturing both the observation noise and
the reconstruction error of affine transformations. If
we make the assumption that the error terms en
do not depend on xn, yn or zn, and are indepen-
dent identically distributed realizations of a Gaus-
sian variable with 0 mean and diagonal covariance
matrix Σ = diag(σ21:D), we obtain:
p(yn|xn, Zn = k;θ) = N (yn; Akxn + bk,Σ) (4)
where θ designates all the model parameters (see
(9)). To make the affine transformations local, we set
zn to the realization of a hidden multinomial random
variable Zn conditioned by xn:
p(Zn = k|xn;θ) = pikN (xn; ck,Γk)∑K
k=1 pikN (xn; ck,Γk)
, (5)
where ck ∈ RL, Γk ∈ RL×L and
∑
k pik = 1. We can
give a geometrical interpretation of this distribution
by adding the following volume equality constraints
to the model:
|Γ1| = · · · = |ΓK | and pi1 = · · · = piK = 1/K (6)
One can verify that under these constraints, the set
of K regions of X maximizing (5) for each k defines
a Voronoi diagram of centroids {ck}Kk=1, where the
Mahalanobis distance ||.||Γk is used instead of the
Euclidean one. This corresponds to a compact prob-
abilistic way of representing a general partitioning
of the low-dimensional space into convex regions of
equal volume. Extensive tests on simulated and au-
dio data showed that these constraints yield lower re-
construction errors, on top of providing a meaningful
interpretation of (5). To make our generative model
complete, we define the following Gaussian mixture
prior on X:
p(Xn = xn;θ) =
∑K
k=1 pikN (xn; ck,Γk) (7)
which allows (5) and (7) to be rewritten in a simpler
form:
p(Xn = xn, Zn = k;θ) = pikN (xn; ck,Γk). (8)
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The graphical model of PPAM is given in Fig. 6(a)
and Fig. 5 shows a partitioning example obtained
with PPAM using a toy data set.
Fig. 5: Space partitioning and locally affine mapping on
a toy data set (N = 9600,K = 15, L = 2, D = 3). Col-
ors encode regions in RD maximizing (5). Observe how
these regions (associated with affine transformations) are
adjusted to the geometry of the observation manifold.
The inference of PPAM can be achieved with a
closed-form and efficient EM algorithm maximizing
the observed-data log-likelihood log p(X,Y;θ) with
respect to the model parameters:
θ =
{{Γk, ck,Ak, bk}Kk=1,Σ} . (9)
The EM algorithm is made of two steps: E (Expec-
tation) and M (Maximization). In the E-step pos-
teriors r
(i)
kn = p(Zn = k|xn,yn;θ(i−1)) at iteration i
are computed from (4), (5) and Bayes inversion. In
the M-step we maximize the expected complete-data
log-likelihood E
(Z|X ,Y ,θ(i))[log p(X,Y ,Z|θ)] with
respect to parameters θ. We obtain the following
closed-form expressions for the parameters updates
under the volume equality constraints (6):
c
(i)
k =
N∑
n=1
r
(i)
kn
r¯
(i)
k
xn, Γ
(i)
k =
S
(i)
k
|S(i)k |
1
L
K∑
j=1
r¯
(i)
j
N
|S(i)j |
1
L
A
(i)
k = Y
(i)
k X
(i)†
k , b
(i)
k =
N∑
n=1
r
(i)
kn
r¯
(i)
k
(yn −A(i)k xn),
σ2
(i)
d =
1
K
K∑
k=1
N∑
n=1
r
(i)
kn
r¯
(i)
k
(ydn − a(i)>dk xn − b(i)dk)2 (10)
where † is the Moore-Penrose pseudo inverse opera-
tor, (., .) denotes horizontal concatenation and:
S
(i)
k =
∑N
n=1r
(i)
kn/r¯
(i)
k (xn − c(i)k )(xn − c(i)k )>
r¯
(i)
k =
∑K
k=1r
(i)
kn, A
(i)
k = (a
(i)
1k , . . . ,a
(i)
Dk)
>
X
(i)
k = (r
(i) 12
k1 (x1 − x¯(i)k ) . . . r
(i) 12
kN (xN − x¯(i)k ))
Y
(i)
k = (r
(i) 12
k1 (y1 − y¯(i)k ) . . . r
(i) 12
kN (yN − y¯(i)k ))
x¯
(i)
k =
∑N
n=1r
(i)
kn/r¯
(i)
k xn, y¯
(i)
k =
∑N
n=1r
(i)
kn/r¯
(i)
k yn.
Initial posteriors r
(0)
kn can be obtained either by es-
timating a K-GMM solely on X or on joint data
[X;Y ] ([.; .] denotes vertical concatenation) and then
go on with the M-step (10). The latter strategy gen-
erally provides a better initialization and hence a
faster convergence, at the cost of being more com-
putationally demanding.
Given a set of parameters θ, a mapping from a
test position xt ∈ RL to its corresponding interaural
cue yt ∈ RD is obtained using the forward condi-
tional density of PPAM, i.e., p(yt|xt;θ) =∑K
k=1 pikN (xt; ck,Γk)N (yt; Akxt + bk,Σ)∑K
j=1 pijN (xt; cj ,Γj)
(11)
while a mapping from an interaural cue to its cor-
responding source position is obtained using the in-
verse conditional density, i.e., p(xt|yt;θ) =∑K
k=1 pikN (yt; c∗k,Γ∗k)N (xt; A∗kyt + b∗k,Σ∗k)∑K
j=1 pijN (yt; c∗j ,Γ∗j )
(12)
where c∗k = Akck + bk, Γ
∗
k = Σ + AkΓkA
>
k ,
A∗k = Σ
∗A>k Σ
−1, b∗k = Σ
∗
k(Γ
−1
k ck − A>k Σ−1bk),
and Σ∗k = (Γ
−1
k + A
>
k Σ
−1Ak)−1. Note that both
(11) and (12) take the form of a Gaussian mixture
distribution in one space given an observation in the
other space. These Gaussian mixtures are param-
eterized in two different ways by the observed data
and PPAM’s parameters. One can use their expecta-
tions E[Y t|xt;θ] and E[Xt|yt;θ] to obtain forward
and inverse mapping functions. The idea of learn-
ing the mapping from the low-dimensional space of
source position to the high-dimensional space of au-
ditory observations and then inverting the mapping
for sound source localization using (12) is crucial.
It implies that the number of parameters θ to esti-
mate is K(D(L + 2) + L + L2 + 1) while it would
be K(L(D + 2) + D + D2 + 1) if the mapping was
learned the other way around. The latter number is
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(a) The PPAM model for (b) The mixed PPAM model for sound
acoustic space learning source separation and localization
Fig. 6: Graphical models of PPAM and mixed PPAM. White means unobserved, gray means observed.
130 times the former for D = 512 and L = 2, mak-
ing the EM estimation impossible in practice due to
over-parameterization.
5.2. Localization From Sparse Spectrograms
So far, we have considered mapping from a vec-
tor space to another vector space. However, as de-
tailed in Section 2, spectrograms of natural sounds
are time series of possibly noisy sparse vectors. The
Bayesian framework presented above allows to deal
with this situation straightforwardly. Let θ˜ denote
a set of parameters estimated with PPAM and let
Y χ = {ydt;χdt}T,Dt,d=1 be an observed sparse interau-
ral spectrogram (χdt denotes missing values as de-
fined in Section 2.2). Note that d may represent
the index of an ILD or an IPD value at a given fre-
quency. If we suppose that all the observations are
assigned to the same source position x and trans-
formation z, it follows from the model (4), (5), (7)
that the posterior distribution p(x|Y χ; θ˜) is a GMM∑K
k=1 ρkN (x;mk,Vk) in RL with parameters:
mk = Vk
(
Γ˜
−1
k c˜k +
D,T∑
d,t=1
χdt
σ˜2d
a˜dk(ydt − b˜dk)
)
, (13)
Vk =
(
Γ˜
−1
k +
∑D,T
d,t=1
χdt
σ˜2d
a˜dka˜
>
dk
)−1
and (14)
ρk ∝ |Vk|
1
2
|Γ˜k| 12
exp
(
−1
2
(∑D,T
d,t=1
χdt
σ˜2d
(ydt − b˜dk)2
+ c˜>k Γ˜
−1
k c˜k −m>k V−1k mk
))
(15)
where the weights {ρk}Kk=1 are normalized to sum to
1. This formulation is more general than the unique,
complete observation case (T = 1,χ = 1) pro-
vided by (12). The posterior expectation E[x|Y χ] =∑K
k=1 ρkmk can be used to obtain an estimate of
the sound source position given an observed spectro-
gram. Alternatively, one may use the full posterior
distribution and, for instance, combine it with other
external probabilistic knowledge to increase the lo-
calization accuracy or extract higher order informa-
tion.
6. Extension to Multiple Sound Sources
We now extend the single sound source local-
ization method described in Section 5 to multiple
sound source separation and localization. With our
model, this problem can be formulated as a piecewise
affine inversion problem, where observed signals gen-
erated from multiple sources (modeled as latent vari-
ables) are both mixed and corrupted by noise. We
extend the PPAM model presented in the previous
section to this more general case and propose a varia-
tional expectation-maximization (VEM) approach47
to solve for the model inference. The VEM algorithm
described below will be referred to as variational EM
for sound separation and localization (VESSL). Typ-
ical examples of the algorithm’s inputs and outputs
are shown in Fig. 7.
6.1. The Mixed PPAM Model
Given a time series of T interaural cues Y =
{Y t}Tt=1 ⊂ RD, we seek the M emitting sound
source positions, denoted by X = {Xm}Mm=1 ⊂ RL
(M is assumed to be known). To deal with mixed
data, we introduce a source assignment variable
W = {Wdt}D,Td=1,t=1 such that Wdt = m when Ydt
is generated from source m. The only observed
data are the interaural cues Y while all the other
variables W ∈ W, X ∈ X and Z ∈ Z are hid-
den. To account for W , the observation model
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rewrites p(yt|wt,x, z) =
∏
dp(ydt|wdt,xwdt , zwdt)
where p(ydt|Wdt = m,Xm = xm, Zm = k) = N (ydt;
a>dkxm + bdk, σ
2
d). We assume that the different
source positions are independent, yielding p(x, z) =∏M
m=1p(xm, zm). Source assignments are also as-
sumed to be independent over both time and fre-
quency, so that p(w) =
∏
d,t p(wdt). We define the
prior on source assignments by p(Wdt = m) = λdm,
where λdm are positive numbers representing the rel-
ative presence of each source in each frequency chan-
nel (source weights), so that
∑M
m=1 λdm = 1 for all
d. We will write Λ = {λdm}D,Md=1,m=1. Finally, source
assignments and positions are assumed independent,
so that we get the following hierarchical decomposi-
tion of the full model: p(Y ,W ,X,Z;ψ) =
p(Y |W ,X,Z;ψ)p(X,Z;ψ)p(W ;ψ) (16)
where
ψ = {{Γk, ck,Ak, bk}Kk=1,Σ,Λ} (17)
denotes the complete set of model parameters. This
extended PPAM model for multiple sound sources
will be referred to as the mixed PPAM model and is
represented with a graphical model in Fig. 6(b).
Notice that the training stage, where position-
to-interaural-cue couples {(xn,yn)}Nn=1 ⊂ X × Y
are given (Section 5), may be viewed as a partic-
ular instance of mixed PPAM where T = M =
N and with X and W being completely known.
Amongst the parameters ψ of mixed PPAM, the val-
ues of {Γk, ck,Ak, bk}Kk=1 have thus already been es-
timated during this training stage, and only the pa-
rameters {Σ,Λ} remain to be estimated, while X
and W are now hidden variables. Σ is re-estimated
to account for possibly higher noise levels in the
mixed observed signals compared to training.
6.2. Inference with Variational EM
From now on, Eq denotes the expectation with re-
spect to a probability distribution q. Denoting cur-
rent parameter values by ψ(i), the proposed VEM
algorithm provides, at each iteration (i), an ap-
proximation q(i)(w,x, z) of the posterior probability
p(w,x, z|y;ψ(i)) that factorizes as
q(i)(w,x, z) = q
(i)
W (w) q
(i)
X,Z(x, z) (18)
where q
(i)
W and q
(i)
X,Z are probability distributions on
W and X × Z respectively. Such a factorization
may seem drastic but its main beneficial effect is to
replace potentially complex stochastic dependencies
between latent variables with deterministic depen-
dencies between relevant moments of the two sets
of variables. It follows that the E-step becomes an
approximate E-step that can be further decomposed
into two sub-steps whose goals are to update qX,Z
and qW in turn. Closed-form expressions for these
sub-steps at iteration (i), initialization strategies,
and the algorithm termination are detailed below.
E-XZ step: The update of qX,Z is given by:
q
(i)
X,Z(x, z) ∝ expEq(i−1)W [log p(x, z|y,W ;ψ(i))].
It follows from standard algebra that
q
(i)
X,Z(x, z) =
∏M
m=1 α
(i)
kmN (x;µ(i)km,S(i)km)
where µ
(i)
km,S
(i)
km, α
(i)
km are given in (19),(20) and the
weights {α(i)km}Kk=1 are normalized to sum to 1 over
k for all m. One can see this step as the localization
step, since it corresponds to estimating a mixture of
Gaussians over the latent space X of positions for
each source. When M = 1, W is entirely deter-
mined and qWdt = χdt. Thus, we can directly ob-
tain the probability density qX,Z of the sound source
position using (19),(20), and we recover exactly the
single-source formula (13), (14), (15).
E-W step: The update of qW is given by:
q
(i)
W (w) ∝ expEq(i)X,Z [log p(w|y,X,Z;ψ(i))].
It follows that q
(i)
W (w) =
∏
d,t q
(i)
Wdt
(wdt) where q
(i)
Wdt
is given in (21) and is normalized to sum to 1 over
m. This can be seen as the sound source separation
step, as it provides the probability of assigning each
observation to each source.
M step: We need to solve for:
ψ(i+1) = argmaxψ Eq
(i)
W q
(i)
X,Z [log p(y,W ,X,Z;ψ)].
This reduces to the update of the source weights Λ(i)
and noise variances Σ(i) = diag(σ
2(i)
1 ...σ
2(i)
D ) as given
by (22).
Initialization strategies: Extensive real world ex-
periments show that the VEM objective function,
called the variational free energy, have a large num-
ber of local maxima. This may be due to the com-
binatorial size of the set of all possible binary masks
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Fig. 7: (a) Input ILD spectrogram. (b,c) Output log-density of each source position as determined by q
(∞)
X,Z . Ground-truth
source positions are noted with a black dot, and the peak of the log-density with a white circle. (d,e) Output source
assignment probabilities q
(∞)
W . (f,g) Ground truth binary masks. Red color denotes high values, blue color low values,
and grey colors missing observations.
µ
(i)
km = S
(i)
km
(
Γ−1k ck +
∑
d,t σ
−2
d q
(i−1)
Wdt
(m)(ydt − bdk)adk
)
, S
(i)
km =
(
Γ−1k +
∑
d,t σ
−2
d q
(i−1)
Wdt
(m)adka
>
dk
)−1
, (19)
α
(i)
km ∝
|S(i)km|
1
2
|Γk| 12
exp
{
−1
2
(∑
d,t
χdt
σ2d
(ydt − b˜dk)2 + c>k Γ−1k ck − µ(i)>km S(i)−1km µ(i)km
)}
, (20)
q
(i)
Wdt
(m) ∝ χdtλ(i)dm
K∏
k=1
exp
{
−α
(i)
km
2σ2d
(
tr(S
(i)
kmadka
>
dk) + (ydt − a>dkµ(i)km − bdk)2
)}
, (21)
λ
(i)
dm =
1
T
∑
t q
(i)
Wdt
(m), σ
2(i)
d =
∑
t,m,k q
(i)
Wdt
(m) α
(i)
km
(
tr(S
(i)
kmadka
>
dk) + (ydt − a>dkµ(i)km − bdk)2
)∑
t,m,k q
(i)
Wdt
(m) α
(i)
km
. (22)
W and the set of all possible affine transformation
assignments Z. Indeed, the procedure turns out to
be more sensitive to initialization and to get trapped
in suboptimal solutions more often as the size of the
spectrogram and the number of transformations K
are increased. On the other hand, too few local affine
transformations K make the mapping very impre-
cise. We thus developed a new efficient way to deal
with the well established local maxima problem, re-
ferred to as multi-scale initialization. The idea is to
train PPAM at different scales, i.e., with a different
number of transformations K at each scale, yield-
ing different sets of trained parameters θ˜K where,
e.g., K = 1, 2, 4, 8 . . . , 64. When proceeding with
the inverse mapping, we first run the VEM algo-
rithm from a random initialization using θ˜1. We
then use the obtained masks and positions to ini-
tialize a new VEM algorithm using θ˜2, then θ˜4, and
so forth until the desired value for K. To further im-
prove the convergence of the algorithm at each scale,
an additional constraint is added, namely progres-
sive masking. During the first iteration, the mask
of each source is constrained such that all the fre-
quency bins of each time frame are assigned to the
same source. This is done by adding a product over t
in the expression of q
(1)
Wdt
(m) (21). Similarly to what
is done in32, this constraint is then progressively re-
leased at each iteration by dividing time frames in
2, 4, 8 . . . , F frequency blocks until the total number
of frequency bins F is reached. Combining these
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Method ILD only IPD only ILPD
used Azimuth Elevation Azimuth Elevation Azimuth Elevation
PPAM 2.2±1.9 1.6±1.6 1.5±1.3 1.5±1.4 1.8 ±1.6 1.6±1.5
MPLR 2.4±2.2 2.2±2.1 1.8±1.7 1.9±1.7 2.2 ±2.0 2.1±2.0
SIR-1 41±34 17±13 36±25 24±17 41±34 16±13
SIR-2 27±28 14±13 32±23 11±11 26±28 14±13
Table 1: Comparing the average and standard deviation (Avg±Std) of azimuth and elevation angular errors in degrees
using different types of interaural vectors obtained from white noise recordings and different mapping techniques.
two strategies dramatically increases both the per-
formance and speedd of the proposed VESSL algo-
rithm.
Algorithm termination: Maximum a pos-
teriori (MAP) estimates for missing data can
be easily obtained at convergence of the al-
gorithm by maximizing respectively the final
probability distributions q
(∞)
X,Z(x, z) and q
(∞)
W (w).
We have (XMAPm , Z
MAP
m ) = (µ
(∞)
kˆm
, kˆ) where
kˆ = argmaxk α
(∞)
km |Σ(∞)km |−1/2 and WMAPdt =
argmaxm q
(∞)
Wdt
(m). Note that as shown in Fig. 7,
the algorithm not only provides MAP estimates, but
also complete posterior distributions over both the
2D space of sound source positions X and the space
of source assignmentsW. Using the final assignment
probabilities q
(∞)
Wdt
(m) of source m, one can multiply
recorded spectrogram values s
(L)
ft and s
(R)
ft by 1 if m
has the highest emission probability at (f, t), and
0 otherwise (binary masking). This approximates
the spectrogram {s(m)ft }F,Tf,t=1 emitted by source m,
from which the original temporal signal can be recov-
ered using inverse Fourier transform, hence achieving
sound source separation.
7. Results on Acoustic Space Mapping,
Source Localization and Sound Separation
We first compare PPAM to two other existing
mapping methods, namely mixture of probabilistic
linear regression (MPLR41), and sliced inverse re-
gression (SIR34). MPLR may be viewed as a unify-
ing view of joint GMM mapping techniques, which
consists of estimating a standard Gaussian mixture
model on joint variables [X;Y ] and uses conditional
expectations to infer the mapping. Joint GMM has
been widely used in audio applications38,39,40,41. SIR
quantizes the low-dimensional data X into slices or
clusters which in turn induces a quantization of the
Y -space. Each Y -slice (all points yn that map to the
same X-slice) is then replaced with its mean and
PCA is carried out on these means. The resulting
low-dimensional representation is then informed by
X values through the preliminary slicing. We se-
lected one (SIR-1) or two (SIR-2) principal axes for
dimensionality reduction, 20 slices (the number of
slices is known to have little influence on the results),
and polynomial regression of order three (higher or-
ders did not show significant improvements). We
use K = 64 for both PPAM and MPLR. All tech-
niques are trained on three types of cues: full spec-
trum ILD only, low-IPD only and ILPD cues (see
Section 2 and 4). For each type of cue, the training
is done on 10 random subsets of 4, 800 mean inter-
aural vectors obtained from white noise recordings
emitted by sources spanning a [−160◦, 160◦] azimuth
range and [−60◦, 60◦] elevation range (section 3), and
tested on the mean interaural vectors of the remain-
ing 4, 800 source positions (96, 000 tests in total).
The resulting angular errors are shown in Table 1.
As it may be seen, PPAM always performs best,
validating the choice of piecewise-affine probabilistic
technique adapted to the manifold structure of in-
teraural data. The poor performance of SIR can be
explained by the important non-linear nature of the
data. Although pure IPD cues show slightly better
localization results than pure ILD cues, it is better
to use both to maximize the available information in
the case of noisy and/or missing data. Other exper-
iments in this section are therefore carried out using
ILPD cues.
Fig. 8 shows the influence of the number of affine
components K on PPAM’s and MPLR’s localization
results using similar test and training sets. Better
dAbout 15 times real time speed for a mixture of 2 sources and K = 64 using a MATLAB implementation on a standard PC.
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Fig. 8: Comparison of the proposed method (PPAM) with
MPLR (Qiao and Minematsu 2009) as a function of the
number of components.
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Fig. 9: Average and standard deviation of angular errors in
white noise localization as a function of the training set’s
sparsity.
performance of PPAM can be explained by the fact
that the number of parameters to estimate in joint
GMM methods increases quadratically with the di-
mensionality, and thus becomes prohibitively high
using ILPD data (D = 730). Unsurprisingly, the
localization error decreases when K increases. In
practice, too high values of K (less than 20 samples
per affine component) may lead to some degener-
ate covariance matrices in components where there
are too few samples. Such components are simply
removed along the execution of the algorithm, thus
reducing K. In other words, the only free parameter
K of PPAM can be chosen based on a compromise
between computational cost and precision.
Method 1 source
used Az (◦) El (◦)
PPAM(T1 ) 2.1± 2.1 1.1± 1.2
PPAM(T2 ) 3.5± 3.3 2.4± 2.6
PHAT 7.6± 9.4
Table 2: Average single sound source localization er-
ror in degrees using PHAT and PPAM with two different
training sets.
Fig. 9 shows the influence of the training set’s
sparsity on PPAM’s localization results. We repre-
sent the sparsity by an angle δ, corresponding to the
average pan and tilt absolute difference between a
point and its nearest neighbor in the training set.
The complete training set of sparsity 2◦ was uni-
formly decimated at random to obtain irregularly
spaced and smaller training sets, while the test po-
sitions were randomly chosen from the remaining
ones. For a given sparsity δ, 10 different decimated
sets were used for training, and 100 source positions
were estimated for each one, i.e., 1000 localization
tasks. K was chosen to have approximately 30 train-
ing samples per affine component. The mean and
standard deviation of the errors in azimuth and in
elevation are shown in Fig. 9. The mean localization
errors are always smaller than half the training set
sparsity, which illustrates the interpolation ability of
our method. In addition, the error’s standard devi-
ation remains reasonable even for heavily decimated
training sets (384 points only for δ = 10◦), thus
showing that the overall performance is not much af-
fected by the distribution and size of the training set
being used. With the automatic audio-motor tech-
nique described in Section 3, recording a training set
of sparsity 2◦ (9, 600 points) requires 2 hours and 30
minutes while it takes 25 minutes with a sparsity of
5◦ (1, 530 points).
We also tested the ability of PPAM to localize
a single sound source using real world recordings
of randomly located sources emitting random utter-
ances (see Section 3), using the technique presented
in Section 5.2. We use both the complete set of ILPD
cues T1 (sparsity δ = 2◦) and a partial set T2 of
sparsity δ = 5◦ for training. We set K = 128 for
T1 and K = 64 for T2. Test sounds are chosen
to be outside of the training set T2. The spectral
power threshold is manually set quite high, so that
test spectrograms has 89.6% of missing data, on av-
erage. Results are compared to a baseline sound lo-
calization method, namely PHAT-histogram48. As
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Method 2 sources 3 sources
used Az El SDR STIR Az El SDR STIR
VESSL(T1 ) 4.7±11 2.9±9.9 3.8±1.7 6.1±1.7 12 ±21 8.7±19 1.7±1.5 2.2±1.5
VESSL(T2 ) 8.2±16 4.7±11 3.3±1.6 5.2±1.6 16 ±24 9.1±18 1.5±1.5 1.8±1.5
MESSL-G 14±21 2.3±1.6 6.0±4.3 18±28 1.3±1.2 2.1±4.4
mixture 0.0±2.5 0.2±2.5 -3.2±2.3 -3.0±2.3
oracle 12± 1.6 21 ±2.0 11± 1.7 20 ±2.1
Table 3: Comparing the average and standard deviation (Avg±Std) of azimuth (Az) and elevation (El) angular errors in
degrees, as well as Signal to Distortion Ratio (SDR) and Signal to Inteferer Ratio (STIR) for 600 test mixtures of 2 to 3
sources using different methods.
the vast majority of existing source localization
methods15,49,12,16,10,14, PHAT-histogram provides a
time difference of arrival (TDOA) which can only
be used to estimate frontal azimuth. The link be-
tween TDOAs and azimuths is estimated using lin-
ear regression on our dataset. For the comparison
to be fair, PHAT is only tested on frontal sources.
Comparison with the few existing binaural 2D sound
source localization methods17,18 is not possible be-
cause they rely on additional knowledge of the sys-
tem being used that are not available. Means and
standard deviations of azimuth (Az) and elevation
(El) errors (Avg±Std) are shown in Table 2.
The proposed acoustic space learning approach dra-
matically outperforms the baseline. No front-back
azimuth or elevation confusions is observed using our
method, thanks to the asymmetry of the dummy
head and to the spatial richness of interaural spectral
cues.
We finally tested the ability of VESSL (sec-
tion 6) to localize and separate multiple sound
sources emitting at the same time. We use both
training sets T1 and T2 for training and mixtures
of 2 to 3 sources for testinge. Mixtures are obtained
by summing binaural recordings of sources emitting
random utterances from random positions (see Sec-
tion 3) so that at least two sources were emitting at
the same time in 60% of the test sounds. Localization
and separation results are compared to state-of-the-
art EM-based sound source separation and localiza-
tion algorithm MESSL32. MESSL does not rely on
acoustic space learning, and estimates a time dif-
ference of arrival for each source. As for PHAT-
histogram, results given for MESSL correspond to
tests with frontal sources only. The version MESSL-
G that is used includes a garbage component and
ILD priors to better account for reverberations and
is reported to outperform four methods in reverber-
ant conditions in terms of separation15,50,49,51. We
evaluate separation performance using the standard
metrics signal to distortion ratio (SDR) and signal
to interferer ratio (STIR) introduced in52. SDR and
STIR scores of both methods are also compared to
those obtained with the ground truth binary masks
or oracle masks15 and to those of the original mix-
ture. Oracle masks provide an upper bound for bi-
nary masking methods that cannot be reached in
practice because it requires knowledge of the orig-
inal signals. Conversely, the mixture scores pro-
vide a lower bound, as no mask is applied. Ta-
ble 3 shows that VESSL significantly outperforms
MESSL-G both in terms of separation and localiza-
tion, putting forward acoustic space learning as a
promising tool for accurate sound source localization
and separation.
8. Conclusion and Future Work
We showed the existence of binaural manifolds,
i.e. an intrinsic locally-linear, low-dimensional struc-
ture hidden behind the complexity of interaural data
obtained from real world recordings. Based on this
key property, we developed a probabilistic frame-
work to learn a mapping from sound source positions
to interaural cues. We showed how this framework
could be used to accurately localize in both azimuth
and elevation and separate mixtures of natural sound
sources. Results show the superiority of acoustic
space learning compared to other sound source lo-
calization techniques relying on simplified mapping
models.
eThe binaural algorithms considered performed equally poorly on mixtures of 4 sources or more.
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In this work, auditory data are mapped to the
motor-states of a robotic system, but the same
framework could be exploited with mappings of dif-
ferent nature. Typically, for unsupervised sound
source localization where one only has access to non-
annotated auditory data from different locations, one
may map auditory cues to their intrinsic coordinates
obtained using manifold learning, as explained in
Section 4. Such coordinates are spatially consistent,
i.e., two sources that are near will yield near coor-
dinates, but are not linked to a physical quantity
and may therefore be hard to interpret or evalu-
ate. Alternatively, auditory data could be annotated
with the pixel position of the sound source in an im-
age, yielding audio-visual mapping instead of audio-
motor mapping.
A direction for future work is to study the influ-
ence of changes in the reverberating properties of the
room where the training is performed. The PPAM
model could be extended by adding latent compo-
nents modeling such changes42, thus becoming more
robust to the recording environment. Another open
problem is determining the number of sound sources
M in the mixture, which is generally challenging in
source separation. In our framework, it corresponds
to a model selection problem, which could be ad-
dressed using, e.g., a Bayesian information theoretic
analysis.
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